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The Adult Bible Class How He Was Bounded A Beautiful Book for the Home 
Library la

A Treasury of Canadian 
Verse

With Brief Biographical Notes.
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only to decide 
order to startle the world. The Chic; 
Tribune tells the story of the owner 
a clock who wished a slight novel con
trivance annexed to it.
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What is Said of It
"This book touches upo 

not quite, every phase of the work, and 
in a very simple, direct and practical 
manner. 1 wish it large success in its 
circulation.”—Mr. Marion Lawrance, 
(«eneral Secretary International S. S. 
Association.
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Ready for the Dollar
This book fills a felt want at the 

present time. Every page deals practl- 
cally with the subject, and its valuable 
suggestions should prove of special im- 

rtance when the movement is awak- 
- . __ universal interest."—Mr.
Inns. Yellowlees, Extension Secretary 
Ontario S. S. Association.
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" Mother,

little over a 
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Smiles broke through Marjorie's tears.
" Now, mother, 1 can have my dollar. 

Father said he would give it to me If I 
could get a hundred In anything."
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1i8t Church. Every Boy should form the Habit 
of Prayer Early in Life

The Trouble with the Hogs
An exchange tells the story of a trav

eller who, while passing through a 
thickly timbered rural district, noticed 
in a clearing a number of hogs acting in 
a peculiar manner. They would start 
and run a hundred yards or so, stop and 

ff In another

The Most Valuable Teacher's Help 
to the Lessons is

Tarbell’sTeacher’s Guide
Profusely Illustrated 

Moth. $1 on net, by mail $1.15

A HELPFUL BOOK ON THIS LINE IS

Private Prayers for Boys
By Rev. E. J. Bldwell, M.A. 

Price 30c net, postpaid. ,

ya
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direction. Not
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icing a cabin across the 
road, and a native sitting on the porch, 

approached him on the subject. The 
owing conversation took place:

^ Traveller.—Say, mister, do you live

* Native.—I reckon I do.
Traveller.—Do you 

hogs over In that cl 
Native.—I reckon I do. I raised them.

tell me what 
so funny?

. I reckon I can. 
feed those hogs, I 

e, and they would come up 
but lately I lost my teeth, 

and can’t whistle any more, and now 
when I want to feed them I just knock 
on the corner of the house with this 
piece of wood; but those woodpeckeis 
over there have just about got those hogs

he
loll These prayers were compiled by the 

author as the result of numerous re
quests which came to him In his eighteen 
years as headmaster of a boys’ school. 
They are specially designed for the 
of boys from ten to eighteen

The Sunday School teacher of to-day

o’ rTone,—£
the attention and respect of their 
scholars. This guide enables the teacher 
in a limited time to prepare the lesson 
thoroughly and intelligently. The Illus
trations are a great help, and In this 
feature this guide excels all others.

Thi* ii a good book for members of 
Adult Bible Classes.
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earing? "m
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makes thosie pigs 

Native.—Well, mis 
Whenever 1 wanted 
used to whistl 
to the house;

The author, in his preface, say 
aim In compiling these prayers has been 
by reverence of thought, simplicity of 
diction, and manliness of tone, to assist 

formation of a healthy habit of 
and lasting devotion.”
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